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Sensory tour
A through gardens of the Garden Festival, to discover nature, exploring di�erent 
elements, discovering shapes, colors, sounds and scents with the aim of stimula-
ting the senses of the man.

15€60” - 120” from 4 to 120

Nature and wine
A tour to discover the gardens with a stop in the Palmento (winery) of the Godfather 
II, to taste the wines of excellence PIETRADOLCE, a winery of the area of Solicchia-
ta Etna, accompanied by specialties.
At the end of the tour you will have the opportunity to buy the products tasted in 
the shop or book a shipment.

30€ adult | 15€ baby

30€ ppup to 6I Territoriali 25€ ppover 6

50€ ppup to 6 45€ ppover 6Le contrade 
dell’Etna

70€ ppup to 6 65€ ppover 6Le eccellenze 
del vulcano

Nature and siclian basket
Possibility to live an exclusive experience among the nature of the gardens: land-
scape, great food and wine become the ingredients of an extraordinary PIC-NIC, 
the real answer to relaxation.
Inside the wicker basket with Sicilian products you will find: Sicilian typical street 
food (Cartocciata), wheat and oil, Sicilian pâté and spices, cured meats and chee-
ses, Modica chocolate and dried fruit, seasonal fruit. All products are PGI, DOP, BIO, 
all accompanied by one glass of wine, water and co�ee.

— possibility to adapt gluten free —

At the end of the tour you will have the opportunity to buy the products tasted in 
the shop or book a shipment

60” - 120” from 4 to 40

2 pax 80€ pp | 3-4-5 pax 60€ pp | 6-12 pax 40€ pp

Workshop of craftsmanship
Decoration of the COFFA, handbag made with the dwarf palm leaves that was once 
used by farmers for the harvest. After a short introduction and illustration of the 
plant used, we will proceed to decorate an average-sized co�a that is presented in 
rough form. At the end of the workshop each participant will carry their own artifact

2 to 12 pax at the same time, maximum groups of 6 pax per operator

240” from 2 to 12


